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2.	  Pot	  plant	  
3.	  Perfume	  atomizer	  	  
4.	  Bar	  of	  soap	  
5.	  Take-­‐away	  coffee	  
6.	  Two	  key	  blanks	  
7.	  Fruit	  (orange,	  red	  apple,	  banana)	  
8.	  Hand	  mirror,	  hat	  

























air. Smell the per fumed- air that's clothed in splen dour- drift ing.- Find a place to rest. Find a place to rest and feel the good ness- on you. Think of how it
&
(repeat ad lib - no sync)
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Right now. Please lin ger- Caught
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In my sac ri- fice- is all your de sire.-
∑
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In my sac ri- fice- is all your de sire.-
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cut. This one's for my lo ver.- A new key is cut. Here
slower
un lock- my heart. A
a tempo
new key is cut.
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eat. Pure and sweet. Hard to beat.
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true, make no mis take.-
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